Preserving the Right to be Heard: Ensure there is an open and vigorous debate about how best to regulate financial markets by pushing back on those who seek to intimidate and suppress real debate.

Show the Impact, Starting at the Local Level: Document and communicate the cumulative impact of regulation, including the ability of companies small and large to access the financial services they need to grow their business and manage their financial risks.

Advance Transparent Regulation, at the Federal Reserve and elsewhere: Ensure that the Federal Reserve lives up to the same standards of transparency and due process required of other regulators. Also, address conflicts and lack of coordination among the regulators and advance reform recommendations at the SEC, FSOC, and proxy advisory firms.

Directly Engage on Regulations that Thwart Main Street Growth: Support smart regulation while challenging policies that prevent businesses from obtaining credit or managing cash, such as, Basel III capital rules, stress tests, and the Volcker Rule. Other priorities include: incentive compensation, the Department of Labor’s fiduciary duty rule, and the CFPB’s arbitration rule.

Restoring Due Process: Support balanced efforts to enforce the law. Fight multiple investigations by federal, state, and local officials that go beyond enforcement and lead to penalties that act as punitive taxes. Continue to push for SEC enforcement reforms including preservation of jury trial and right of removal to federal court rather than administrative proceedings.